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Configuration backup 
and restore

Veeam Backup for Microsoft Azure 
can now create a backup of the full 
appliance configuration on a backup 
repository. This allows for easy 
recovery when you need to redeploy 
the Veeam backup appliance from 
scratch, as does this update’s quick 
migration procedures, testing 
and more. 

Private network 
deployment 

Veeam Backup for Microsoft Azure 
can now be deployed in networks 
with no public access to endpoints 
and storage accounts. This better 
meets the requirements of security 
departments and internal regulations 
where this is required.

Azure-native backup and recovery
What’s new in V4?
NEW Veeam® Backup for Microsoft Azure v4 brings new features and enhancements that expand 
native support for Azure workloads, enhance security measures, streamline usability and more!

The following is a list of the new features and enhancements that were added to the latest release, 
which is available in both Veeam Backup for Microsoft Azure v4 and Veeam Backup & Replication™.

Azure Files  
support

Veeam Backup for Microsoft Azure now 
includes comprehensive backup and 
recovery support for Azure Files. Powerful, 
policy-based automation simplifies 
protection with wizard driven file-level 
recoveries either in-place or at a new 
location. Built-in file level indexing options 
enable quick and easy file recoveries from 
any restore point in just seconds. 

Other enhancements

UI and UX 

• NEW overview dashboard: The updated overview 
dashboard gives a modern insight into your backup 
infrastructure with an overview of sessions, policy details, 
protected workloads and more!

Backup and recovery

• Worker redesign: It is now possible to use specific 
machine configurations for the backup and archive 
process, including per-region control, and the ability 
to reduce costs while improving backup and restore 
operations. 

• Health check for backups: A new health check feature 
has been added to the policy wizard for instances, which 
allows you to perform additional health checks based on 
your needs.

Integration with Veeam Backup & Replication*

• Visibility into new workloads: Azure Files backups are 
now also visible in the backup console. This allows backup 
administrators to have a single data protection view 
across their on-premises and public cloud infrastructures.

• Configuration backup and restore: Quickly create 
a configuration backup of the Veeam Backup 
for Microsoft Azure appliance. This allows for an easy 
recovery when you’re required to redeploy the Veeam 
Backup for Microsoft Azure appliance from scratch, as does 
this update’s quick migration procedures, testing and more. 

*Requires Veeam Backup & Replication v11a CP4 or higher 
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